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Connecting with Nature through art

with Sabrina Talana-Carruth @ FloriS TinctoRiuM

Hello, I am Sabrina Talana-Carruth and I am a designer, maker and creative person based in Newbury, working 

and experimenting under the name of FloriS TinctoRiuM. At the moment I am mainly working with natural 

materials to extract botanical dyes that I use on textiles and pigments to make drawing inks. I am 

inspired by nature, seasonality, natural forms and patterns. My work is based on sustainability, working with 

nature by following the seasons and growing my own plants to extract the colours which I do only through 

natural methods, ingredients and water conservation, as well as responsibly foraging for other plant stuff 

and collecting and conserving the seeds for future crops. The aim of FloriS TinctoRiuM is to create artefacts 

and to find ways to work with art material without harming the environment. I educate in schools and colleges 

about sustainability in Art & Crafts and I run workshops locally for children and adults on how to create 

your own dyes and inks in a more gentle, mindful, respectful and sustainable way than synthetic ones , and 

how you can use these in your art work.

FloriS TinctoRiuM practices and works across various art and design disciplines where the connection with 

nature is the common thread , my creations range from a locally sourced wool that I have dyed with botanical 

dye from my garden, or a garment that I have made using my botanically dyed fabric, to a drawing using the 

botanical inks that I have made from the plants that I grow in my garden or foraged during a mindful walk in 

the country side, etc.

Especially in recent times, with periods of lock down as well as major changes all around us I have found 

myself and my creative practice in need of a slower pace, a need to quiet down and re-connect with nature, 

feel nature and soak in nature, to gain some sense of control, stability and contentment, connecting art to 

mindfulness and nature, gaining and feeling the positive effects of all these on my general wellbeing which 

have influenced some new ways. to make and explore artwork.Please feel free to have a look at my Instagram 

and Face Book pages: FloriS TinctoRiuM .

I have designed this project for you to take a little journey exploring some art as a result of connecting 

with Nature: hope you will enjoy it, feel the benefits and perhaps may this be a starting point for exploring 

more art and wellbeing through connecting with nature.
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Introduction to the activity pack
This activity pack has been designed to promote a connection with nature, to have a positive effect on our 
wellbeing and promote creativity that will allow you to explore art in various forms, from leaf printing onto 
textile and card, to reflections on poetry and nature.

The project is divided into activities to be completed daily, covering a total of seven days. At the end of 
this project you will be able to produce a leaf print of your choice onto the tote bag and the card that have 
been supplied.

In the last part of this project, I will also advise you on additional ways of exploring and combining 
nature with art that I hope you will find inspiring for your future creative projects.

I have also created a brief further reading list accompanied by links to internet resources.

Here is the list of materials supplied: Suggested useful material (not included:

Calico fabric swatch (to practice leaf printing ) old newspapers ( to cover your working surface

Calico tote bag and to place as a barrier inside the fabric tote 
when 

White card and envelope printing);

Water based screen printing ink in black kitchen paper

Soft brush metal spoon (to put pressure on leaf/lift when

Printing);

Scrap paper, pen or pencil, old cloth or wipes;

Iron and ironing board and old cloth/tea towel.
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Activities

Day 1: Mindful walk 

collecting leaves

Today's activity starts with taking a mindful walk to connect with nature, 
observe and feel nature as well as choosing and collecting some leaves for 

your project during the week.

The leaves that you will collect need to appeal to you but they also need to 

be suitable for achieving a good print on textiles and paper: you will need 

to look for leaves with a good texture and prominent veins on the back; 

ideally you will collect fallen leaves but, when not possible only take what 

you need respectfully and mindfully and ask for permission if needed.

You can work with both fresh or dried leaves but make sure to keep them nice 

and flat/pressed for few days.

If the leaves are extremely dry, you will need to wet them, once at home, and 

then pat dry with some kitchen paper before pressing flat.

Bigger leaves are more suitable for your final print on the tote bag as they 

are better at filling the space.

For your walk today choose where you would like to go: it could be a park, 

the country side, a forest, even your own garden or around the block where 

you can walk along green spaces and beside gardens.

Take time to use all your senses to really be aware and connect with nature: 

observe plants, trees, new buds emerging, new flowers; listen to the sound of 

birds; smell the air; notice textures and natural patterns, notice the 

seasonal changes and the seasonal colour palette; touch the tree bark or some 
twigs and leaves.

Now, take time to stop and connect with these natural surroundings and notice 
how it makes you feel (I usually feel calmer, more grounded and have a better 

sense of clarity).
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Start collecting the leaves that you will use 

during this project: I would suggest collecting a 

couple of leaves of the same kind, so that you have 

some spare ones in case things go wrong during the 

process. Make sure you store them safely, 

preventing them from creasing or breaking during 

the rest of your walk and then back home.

Enjoy the rest of the walk: I hope you will feel 

calmer, energized and inspired after this mindful 

walk.

Once at home, you will need to put your leaves 

outdoors, in an open container for few minutes to 

allow any creatures to escape and set free again!

After this stage, you will need to wet your leaves 

if they need a bit of re shaping, then pat them dry 

with some kitchen paper.

The leaves are ready to be pressed, I recommend in 

between a flower press or a heavy big book for few 

days. I always put the leaves in between kitchen 

paper before placing them in the press as it makes 

them easier to peel off afterwards.
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Day 2: Listening to Nature

Today's activity starts with listening to the 

sounds of nature I recorded for you during my 

walks.

• The first one has been recorded during a walk in 

the countryside and some woodland area.

• The second is the sound of the water falling 

into a big pond.

• The third one has been recorded in my back 

garden, at dusk, listening to the birds when the 

day is closing down.

• I have also taken photographs during these walks 

and selected some pictures for you to enjoy and 

get a feel of these natural environments.

• After you have listened to the audio clips and 

enjoyed the pictures, the last part of today's

activity is to experience your own walk, like 

during day one, to benefit from the connection 

with nature and to collect more leaves if you 

need to.
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Day 3: practicing leaf printing

Today you will be practicing with leaf printing.

Instructions|:

1) Assemble all the materials: your chosen leaves that you have collected and pressed on day 

1, black ink, brush, scrap paper, Calico fabric swatch, metal spoon, old newspapers, pen or 

pencil, kitchen paper.

2) Prepare your working surface by covering it with the old newspapers and assemble all the 

materials next to you.

3) Select one of the leaves that you have collected and pressed on day 1- you will work on 

the reverse of the leaf.

4)Position a scrap of paper next to you, ready for printing.

5) Dip the paint brush in the black ink without taking too much.

6) Hold the reverse of the leaf in place with one finger and start covering this with the 

ink, making sure this is spread sparingly but evenly (without blank spaces and without 

blobs!)

7) Carefully lift the leaf and position it ,facing down, on the paper pressing gently but 

evenly on it with your fingers, the metal spoon or the kitchen paper on top.

8) Once happy with this gently lift the leaf from the paper. You should achieve a print of 

your leaf that we will call PRINT 1 and is quite dark and rich in ink.

9) Use the leaf again, without adding more ink, to achieve what we will call PRINT 2, PRINT 

3 and PRINT 4 (Ghost prints) onto different pieces of scrap paper, these will be lighter and 

lighter in colour and will show the texture of the leaf better,(annotate the name of your 

print on each one). These will be your test prints to determine which one you prefer for 

your final work.
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10) Using the same leaf or a different one you will now apply new ink and practice on the 

Calico fabric swatch, following the same steps as when you practiced on the paper (remember to 

annotate the name of your print for future reference on the fabric as well).

11) Leave all your work to dry flat in a safe place and wash the brush from any ink. You 

can keep your leaves for future use if they are still in good shape.

This practice is useful to familiarize with the different materials and to get a feel of the 

printing process, as well as to visualize and decide on the print that you would like to have 

on your tote bag and the card as final product.

I personally prefer bigger leaves for the bag and smaller for the card with the second and 

sometimes third print (Ghost prints) as they show better the leaf veins and textures, so I 

usually print my first one on a portion of fabric or scrap paper that I then use for a sort of 

collage work at any time, and do my ghost print on a bag or a card, or big portion of textile 

to be made in a garment.
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1 1 1

2 5 6

Practicing leaf printing on 

paper
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7 8 9

9 9 9

Practicing leaf printing on paper
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1 1 3 6

7 7 9

Printing on calico fabric swatch
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Examples of leaf printing on Calico
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Examples of leaf printing on Calico
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Day 4:Leaf printing on bag and card
main practical activity and final product

Today's activity will be to print your final products using your choosen leaf on the tote bag and 
the card supplied with this pack.

Instructions:

As before, you will need to prepare your working surface and assemble your materials: old 
newspapers, scrap paper (optional), ink, brush, leaves of your choice, tote bag, card with 
envelope.

Starting with the card:

position all the needed material in front of you. You are now ready to do your first print on a 
scrap of paper if you have decided that your final one on the card will be a ghost print 
otherwise print directly onto the front of the card supplied with this pack.

Once finished printing, put the card aside in a safe place to dry naturally.

Now work on the tote bag:

With the same printing process as before you can dictate the design on your bag. You could have a 
single leaf print in the center, a set of prints that have the same amount of ink, a decreasing 
one in a line and so on.

Before printing you will need to insert a whole newspaper inside the bag to act as barrier so the 
ink doesn’t go on the back of the bag. Follow the steps in the pictures on page 15.

Once happy with your design and finished printing, put the bag in a safe place to dry naturally 
for few days.
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Printing on the card

Assemble your material Ink the leaf Do print n 1 on paper

Print n 1: dark Position your card 1
Ghost print/s on card
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Printing on the tote bag

Assemble your material Put newspaper into the 
bag

Start inking

Chose a large leaf Print n1 on paper

Press on bag with leaf 
under kitchen paper

Lift the leaf

Your ghost print on bag

Finished :let dry flat
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Day 5:linking Nature to poetry

Today's activity is to reflect on nature and to try to compose a poem or even just a quote 

that resonates with you and that connects with nature and that makes you relate to your 

outdoor walks.

You can do this at home, gathering your thoughts and feelings from previous walks or you can 

take a walk and work on your poem or quote whilst you are outdoor.

Nature can also be captured poetically by nature journaling which includes sketching and 

writing about natural elements through different times of the day or even through a yearly 

project or different seasons.

I have collected some examples of nature poems and quotes for you to view in the next few 

pages.
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An example of nature 

poetry: image and 

poem from the book "I 

am the Seed That Grew 

the Tree: a Nature 

Poem for Every Day of 

the Year." By the 

National Trust.
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An example of nature poetry: 

picture and poem from the book 

by the National Trust as the 

previous one.
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Example of quote nature:

No amount of money,

Oil or gold

Is worth more

Than the bees,

Trees and clean water

• Quote by A lush forest
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Day 6:write a nature poem or a quote

Today's activity is optional and links to the reflections and exercise that you have experienced 

on Day 5.

Compose a short nature poem or a quote that inspires you and write this inside or on the cover of 

the card that you have printed with the leaf on Day 4:

You could either write this by hand or by choosing a font that you like, write the poem or quote 

on the computer on a word document or write with a typewriter, if you have one and glue the 

portion of paper with your text onto the card.

You could add the poem or quote to the tote bag as well by embroidering/stitching the words with 

a contrasting colour of your choice.
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Day 7:fix the print on the tote bag

• Today's activity is the last one for this pack: fixing the print on the tote bag.

• This is done to make the leaf print permanent, light and wash proof.

Materials: printed tote bag, iron, ironing board, old tea towel.

Instructions:

1) Make sure the leaf print on the tote bag is completely dry and take the newspaper out.

2)Turn the bag inside out so that the print stays on the inside of the bag.

3)Place an old tea towel inside, in between the bag.

4)Switch on the iron on a low/medium setting (make sure is not too hot!).

5)place the bag onto the ironing board and gently iron, pressing and with circular motion in the area where the 
print is (which still facing inside the bag with the tea towel in between the bag layers). Follow the steps in 
the pictures on page 22.

6)Once finished with the ironing, switch the iron off and turn the bag to reveal your print, your tote bag is 
ready to be used now.

Hope you will take it with you during your walks to carry natural treasures and findings or to carry your 
journaling and sketching materials and I hope you have enjoyed this whole process and that I have inspired you 
about connecting with nature through Art.

In the last part of this pack you will find further informations about poems,books and internet resources that 
you might find useful.

Take care of yourself, Sabrina.
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Fixing the print on the bag
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Further reading suggestions and links

Books
.I am the Seed That Grew the Tree: A nature Poem for Every Day of the Year, by the 
national Trust;

.The Lost Words: A Spell Book by Jackie Morris and Robert Macfarlane;

.Slow Down: bring calm to a busy World with 50 Nature Stories by Rachel Willams;

.Nature Poems: give me instead of a card by Nicola Davies (Author) and Mark Hearld 
(Illustrator);

.Taking Time: Finding Mindfulness in the Natural World, poetry and everyday life by 
Jo Loring Fisher, Lantana Publishing, 2020;

.Hip-Hop Nature Boy and other poems by Ruskin Bond;

.Poems on nature , introduced by Helen Macdonald;

.A wood of One's Own by Ruth Pavey;

.Nocturnal by Wilder;

.Wild is she by Wilder;

.Poems for Gardeners, edited by Germaine Greer
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Further information
Poets

Andrew Marvell;

W.B. Yeats;

Emily Bronte;

Wordworth;

Wilder;

Bernard Shaw;

William Blake.

Dates and events

World Earth Day :22nd April

World Poetry Day: 21st March

Internet resources

www.wearestardust.uk also on Instagram ( about Nature journaling by Agnes Becker);

www.quartershome.co.uk An introduction to nature journaling with Agnes Becker;

Wilderpoetry wilder on Instagram;

The Happy Broadcast : anxiety-free news from around the World, on Instagram;

FloriS TinctoRiuM on Instagram and Fb;

TOAST magazine online :article –Finding Peace in Nature's Symphony-.
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Further information

*The materials for this pack have been sourced avoiding the use of plastic when 
possible, using environmentally friendly materials,including the water based ink, 
and my art work gifted to you is printed on paper made from recycled paper coffee 
cups.

*Research has found that listening to birdsongs can make us happy as when we 
receive a pay rise!

*From the Happy Broadcast:

"Doctors in Scotland and Canada have been prescribing time in nature and free 
museum visits to help fighting anxiety and depression."

…" the program seeks to reduce blood pressure, anxiety, and increase happiness for 
those with diabetes, a mental illness, stress, heart disease, and more. Meanwhile 
in Canada, doctors are able to prescribe free art museum visit to patients with a 
range of ailments, from depression to diabetes to chronic illnesses."

…."there is more and more scientific proof that art therapy is good for your 
physical and mental health...." (source :Brightvibes)
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